Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS)
Enabling Trusted Connectivity – Flexibly and Efficiently
Consumerization of IT and trends around social, big data and cloud have made effective Identity and Access
Management (IAM) a business imperative for the modern enterprise. For example, IAM enables:
• Improved security and reduced business risk, by exploiting latest approaches such as password less
authentication, conditional access and securing of APIs
• Improved collaboration across the extended enterprise - employees, contractors and business partners
• Improved user experience, simplifying and enabling user access to services anytime, anywhere via any device
However, moving forward with modern IAM across the enterprise and beyond is complex with business as well as
technology challenges to overcome, and this is where Capgemini can help.

Introducing Capgemini
Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS)
Capgemini IDaaS is our pre-packaged, optimized IAM
Managed Services solution for flexible, rapid and
cost-effective delivery. It gives you the full functionality
and flexibility of market leading IAM products deployed to
meet your specific IAM requirements, across the ‘3 pillars of
Identity’:
• Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) enables
identities and entitlements to be managed and governed
across all systems within the extended enterprise.
• Access Management (AM) provides risk-based contextual
access controls to simplify user experience across all

channels, irrespective of device or network, whilst
providing intelligent threat analytics and monitoring.
• Privileged Access Management (PAM) provides control
of privileged accounts and privileged usage across the
entire PAM operational lifecycle from discovery to control,
monitor, response and audit.
These services are provided in a rapidly deployed,
pre-packaged, modular, managed and hosted form on a
subscription basis and are fully integrated with our broader
Managed Security Services. The Capgemini IDaaS Framework
gives us the ability to manage and provide all the elements
of an evolving IAM platform service, integrated within a
client’s environment including legacy IAM, and then use that
to provide business value through IAM. Capgemini becomes
your ‘IAM partner of choice’, to achieve higher levels of
integrated IAM to truly enable your business.
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What makes Capgemini IDaaS
unique?
In many ways, Capgemini IDaaS redefines IDaaS. Traditional
IDaaS focuses on providing repeatable hosted IAM platform
services, reducing price through limiting functionality over
on-premises IAM. In contrast, Capgemini IDaaS provides
an evolving framework of IAM services, processes and
controls working as part of a broader identity ecosystem.
Capgemini IDaaS comprises of pre-packaged hosted IAM
platform services based on full-functionality IAM products
from market-leading vendors. We then augment these core
IAM application and platform services by additional service
layers that enable clients to take a more holistic approach to
IAM and rapidly gain business value from these investments,
namely:
• IDaaS Consulting Layer: Understanding, identifying,
planning and justifying how to proceed with IAM and IDaaS
in your organisation, through a unique fact-based
benefits-led approach: IAM FastTrack.
• IDaaS Business Layer: The optimized provision of IAM
Professional Services effort to derive business value from
core IAM services, meeting common use cases through
predefined policies, processes, workflows, application
integrations, patterns, accelerators, etc.
• IDaaS Service Layer: Exploiting our Global Security
Operations Centres, providing 24x7 operations and service
management across all aspects of IAM. Enabling higher
and more efficient levels of IAM operations, reporting and
co-ordinated incident management.

Capgemini IDaaS benefits
With our Identity-as-a-Service solution, clients enjoy benefits
such as:
• Flexibility and customizable functionality of market leading
IAM products, working together as part of an evolving
IAM Framework
• Fast Deployment with services hosted on
Capgemini Cloud Platform (CCP)
• Pre-configured use cases and reporting out of the box
• Fully integrated IAM platform services across Identity
Governance and Administration (IGA), Privileged Access
Management (PAM) and Access Management (AM)
modules, integrated with our other Cybersecurity and
Cloud enablement services, extendable within a broader
Identity ecosystem.
• Modular, subscription-based pricing with no up-front
investments and charges per-user-per-month. Significantly
reduced Total Cost of Ownership compared to customer
self-build IAM (up to 90%) and up to 25% less than other
popular IDaaS providers.
With over 500 SMEs, Capgemini has one of the world’s largest
IAM practices, providing IAM services to more than 160
customers across multiple sectors over many years. Connect
with us to understand more.

Get in touch
Contact us at cybersecurity.in@capgemini.com to discuss your business goals and requirements;
visit our IDaaS and IAM pages for additional information about Capgemini’s offerings.

Additional Resources
Capgemini IDaaS webpage

Capgemini IDaaS brochure
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